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Abstract. The current multicore OCaml implementation bans so-called “naked pointers”, pointers to outside the OCaml heap unless they follow drastic restrictions. A backwards-incompatible change has been proposed to make way for the new multicore GC in OCaml. I argue that out-of-heap pointers are not an anomaly, but are part of a better systems programming future.

1. Introduction

Reserving address space to efficiently recognise in-heap pointers (and do even wilder tricks) is standard in garbage collected languages and allocators, as well as in research about memory management. In addition, allowing foreign pointers for interoperability is a standard feature in common systems programming languages.

As part of my research to make OCaml a better systems programming language, I propose to revisit the importance of naked pointers for 1) interoperability, 2) backwards-compatibility, and 3) performance, three staples of systems programming. I conclude with a challenge addressed to the ML community.

In the appendix, I show a simple design based on virtual address space reservation that is proposed to make naked pointers compatible with the multicore OCaml GC.

2. Gathered evidence from the practice and the literature

2.1. Interoperability

In his essay Some were meant for C, Stephen Kell (2017) places the essential value of systems programming languages in "communicativity" rather than performance. Among others, he argues against “managed” languages in which “user code may deal only with memory that the language implementation can account for".

Concerning foreign pointers specifically, their allowance is indeed standard in common (self-described) systems programming languages beyond C and C++: Rust, Go, and Swift. For instance:

- Rust’s ownership-and-borrowing allows it to interoperate safely with garbage collected runtimes, and directly manipulate values from the foreign GCed heap, for instance with SpiderMonkey’s GC for JavaScript (Jeffrey, 2018).
- In Rust, value interoperability with C++ is instrumental in the migration from one language to the other, since programs that are migrating can remain a long time in a hybrid state.
- “Swift is a high-performance system programming language. It has a clean and modern syntax, offers seamless access to existing C and Objective-C code and frameworks, and is memory safe by default.”

There is ongoing research to augment OCaml with new kinds of types and values which would allow operating more safely with foreign pointers (among others): Radanne, Saffrich, and Thiemann (2019), my own (2018).

Proposed replacements in OCaml’s no-naked-pointers mode include introducing an indirection via a special block, or disguising the pointer into an integer (using the lsb as a tag), i.e. as unstructured data. One will be unable, for instance, to create an OCaml-like value on the Rust stack or heap and pass it as an argument to an OCaml function.

Thus, among the systems programming languages I looked at, none requires such wrapping to access foreign objects. In OCaml as well, the discussion at ocaml/ocaml#9534, and the case of LLVM bindings that has been reported, show preliminary empirical evidence of naked foreign pointers in OCaml in the wild.

In addition, a third technique is sometimes mentioned regarding the no-naked-pointers mode, which is to prefix the out-of-heap values with a “black” header (meaning it is already marked). This technique is unorthodox because it consists in checking whether one owns a pointer by dereferencing it. One consequence is that such values can never be deallocated, because it is never possible to reason about whether they are still reachable from the GC. For this reason, while this can be appropriate for runtime-owned values that live for the duration of the program, its interest for users is more marginal. Nevertheless, despite its unsuitability for dynamic allocation, it has been advocated by the designer of no-naked-pointers notably because “for some applications, the overhead of having an associated heap block will be too high”.

Lastly, at ocaml/ocaml#9534 and ocaml/ocaml#9535, without questioning the no-naked-pointers approach, library developers reported the convenience of allowing a special NULL pointer value for bindings (and other purposes).
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2.2. Address space reservation

The technique we propose relies on reservation of large areas in the virtual address space.

Reserving virtual address space is standard in several common garbage-collected languages: Java, GHC, and Go. GHC reserves 1 TB by default. The new multi-threaded runtime for Julia reserves 100 GB for thread stacks. Go used to reserve 512 GB up-front at some point, and now reserves more progressively. The concurrent OCaml multicore GC reserves 4 GB for the minor heap.

Go further uses virtual addressing tricks to support interior pointers: pointers to the inside of a block. The bitpattern is used to encode the size of the block and thus where it starts.

Making use of large areas of reserved address space is a common technique used in research about memory allocators. For instance, Lvin, Novark, Berger, and Zorn (2008) reads: “On modern architectures, especially 64-bit systems, virtual address space is a plentiful resource.” In Powers, Tench, Berger, and McGregor (2019), a large virtual address space consumption is traded for the ability to merge physical pages, in order to perform compaction without relocation.

2.3. Backwards compatibility

For simplicity or conclusion in the lack of an efficient solution, the multicore OCaml GC does not support OCaml’s naked pointers. Replacing the page table by a technique based on virtual address space reservation could offer the possibility to avoid code breakage while preserving efficiency, as suggested in an experiment from 2013 by Jacques-Henri Jourdan.

In the recent years, the perils of breaking backwards compatibility in a programming language has been demonstrated by Python 3, which introduced breaking changes that were expected to be minor, including a change to the semantics of strings whose consequences were miscalculated. While little documentation about the role of backwards-compatibility in programming language evolution in general is found in the literature, Malloy and Power (2019) investigate the Python 2 vs. Python 3 split after ten years and conclude that instead of favouring modernisation, the breaking changes in Python 3 slowed the language evolution: “[...]

Python software developers are not exploiting the new features and advantages of Python 3, but rather are choosing to retain backward compatibility with Python 2. Moreover, Python developers are confining themselves to a language subset, governed by the diminishing intersection of Python 2 [...] and Python 3.” We do not know how to predict the impact of breaking changes in programming languages, even if they are believed to be minor. Thus, a non-breaking solution could in fact quicken the multicore transition.

It has been argued that code using foreign pointers could be adapted in various ways:

- With an indirection: use blocks with special tag Custom or Abstract or boxed native integers (nativeint).
- Tagging pointers: disguise pointers as integers by setting the lsb.

In addition to explicitly breaking existing code, as we have seen in the case of foreign pointers, none of the propositions is ideal: in theory both have a linear overhead when traversing a structure compared to the same traversal using foreign pointers for instance, in which case the code adaptation that is required could be non-systematic. Yet, no empirical evaluation of the impact of the proposed changes has been proposed so far—a (non-precise) tool to detect naked pointers has recently appeared and will be a good tool to perform such an evaluation.

In addition, the first solution incurs an allocation, whereas the second solution only requires boilerplate, but confuses tools like debuggers, static analysers and such, in ways that are unlikely to be fixable over time. Moreover, they do not bring additional safety in terms of resource-management: what they do is to deal in a rather radical manner with the problem of growing the heap while remembering who was outside, which is mostly required by the reliance on the system malloc by the GC to request chunks of memory. This issue too can also be solved by virtual addressing techniques.

The latter issue indeed happens in practice; for instance one industrial user explains that they solve it by forcing a GC to remove out-of-heap pointers after a large out-of-heap structure has been deallocated, when they use the LLVM bindings. However they write: “Short of rewriting the llvm bindings, I am not aware of a better / more future-proof implementation strategy. Even ignoring any performance concerns about allocating a block for every one of the very many pointers passed from libllvm to OCaml.” In that case, the technique we propose would avoid a rewrite, but also fix the bug.

Lastly, another well-known use of out-of-heap pointers, which is known to break with the no-naked-pointers mode, is symbolised by the Ancient library and the Netmulticore library, which propose to allocate OCaml values outside of the garbage-collected heap to offer heaps that can be shared or large (such as larger than available RAM). Neither an indirect nor tagged pointers can be used to replace this use-case, a fact that has been known from the start. This is the subject of next section.

3. Interest of out-of-heap allocation in current and future OCaml

I have mentioned that beyond foreign pointers, whose support already benefits backwards-compatibility and interoperability, there are libraries that allocate OCaml values outside of the heap.

Here I replace this usage in the context of evolving OCaml to make it a better systems programming language.

3.1. The thesis of complementary allocation methods

The Ancient and Netmulticore libraries perform out-of-heal allocation for performance (large data, parallel computing). This usage of a different memory management technique is better understood through the lens of Bacon, Cheng and Rajan’s classic paper A unified theory of garbage collection (2004), which...
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places memory reclamation techniques on a spectrum. Tracing, operating on live values, is on one end and reference-counting, operating on dead values, is on the other end. Furthermore, the location on the spectrum explains the advantages and drawbacks of each technique.

The use of out-of-heap allocation, not traversed by the GC and explicitly freed when the programmer requests it, is on the opposite end of the spectrum, and thus complements the OCaml GC with a different set of advantages and drawbacks.

The emergence of safe and expressive abstractions to manage the latter with unique pointers in C++11 and Rust (which avoid the reference-count overhead, and prevent cycles that leak) has inspired a proposal to develop out-of-heap allocation, in particular to improve the capabilities of OCaml as a systems programming language (Munch-Maccagnoni, 2018).

Rust-like ownership and borrowing would allow two techniques that are complementary to the OCaml GC, as both benefit from a low latency and the absence of repeated traversal by the GC for long-lived values:

- Fixed malloc-like allocation, which is highly tuned in modern allocators for small sizes. Compared to the generational GC, the user pays a bit more up-front to allocate, but also benefits from automatic cell re-use which statically eliminates some allocations. Furthermore, deallocation is prompt, which means that, whether it is done blocking or concurrently, the amount of memory recovered is proportional to the work done. In particular there is no space overhead like with the tracing GC.

- Arena (bump pointer) allocation, for values that tend to live longer than a minor collection but are deallocated all at once. Allocation and deallocation are very cheap, but this comes with expressiveness restrictions.

Both would further benefit from a proposal to improve OCaml’s control on memory layout11, if implemented.

3.2. Low latency

A minor allocation risks incurring a stop roughly proportional to the amount of promoted objects if it triggers a minor collection or a major slice, frequently between 2 ms and 10 ms. The low latency of the other allocation methods would drastically augment the expressiveness of the special low-latency dialect of OCaml currently in use, where one tries to promote very little.

In 1998, Mark Hayden’s PhD thesis about the Ensemble system (1998) found that bump-pointer allocation using reusable off-heap arenas managed with reference-counting was a solution to get (otherwise impossible) reliable low latencies for buffer management in networking in OCaml. One goal of new resource-management capabilities would be to make such usage first-class in OCaml for structured data.

Thus, augmenting the low-latency capabilities of OCaml increases suitability as a systems programming language.

3.3. Large heaps

The high GC CPU share on some allocation patterns with large data is mentioned on the caml-list as a problem that has Ancient-like allocation as a solution. This is a known problem with automatic memory allocation studied in the context of so-called “big data” where allocations can have an epochal behaviour (long-lived data allocated and deallocated at similar times) where the time share spent doing garbage collection can exceed 50% (see for instance the motivations in Nguyen, Fang, Xu, Demsky, Lu, Alamian, and Mutlu, 2016).

Furthermore, for data larger than RAM, fixed allocation is the only solution to allocate in the swap, since the tracing GC is unsuitable for operating on a disk: this is the original motivation of Ancient, written in a time when RAM was more limited.

A recent experiment by Pierre-Marie Pédrot with Coq to “Hack a prototype on-disk offloading similar to ocaml-ancient”, implemented by marshalling to a file, saw a performance improvement of up to 12.3% in benchmarks (\( \mu = 3.4\%, \sigma = 2.9\% \))12.

3.4. Shared heaps

As far as shared memory between threads is concerned, the intent is rather to benefit from the multicore GC, especially for the correct reclamation of lock-free data structures, an area where Rust shows limitations. Nevertheless, sharing memory between parallel threads is a current application for off-heap allocation, for instance with Netmulticore, that breaks under the no-naked-pointers mode.

3.5. Non-moving heap

Fixed allocation is opposed to moving collectors. Not moving is better suited for interoperability again: for instance, the lablgtk bindings for GTK currently have to give the illusion that OCaml’s GC is non-moving, by calling minor_collection by hand and by disabling compaction.

Not moving is also relevant for security, for instance in the case of crypto APIs which mlock() a specific area in memory that contains secrets. (In the particular case of secret keys and other unstructured data, though, OCaml is already well-tooled thanks to bigarrays; but the case of structured data has seen the development of other tools such as eprintf.)

4. Interoperability between GC and fixed allocation

In programming languages, a “no silver bullet” approach which seeks to offer different tools (e.g. different memory allocation techniques) for different jobs can only work if the tools work well in combination (as opposed to leading to dialects that interact poorly: libraries that cannot interoperate, etc.).

When a data structure is allocated in the ancient or netmulticore heaps, it can be manipulated like any other OCaml data structure. Using simplified examples: a statically-allocated list can be traversed using list.filter and the resulting list ends up correctly GC-allocated; a large ancient-allocated tree can be traversed with a zipper which uses sharing to allocate only a small portion with the GC during traversal.

This degree of interoperability, sharing and allocation polymorphism is not reachable using the suggested alternatives: indirections or tagged pointers; nor is it with other known alternatives: neither marshalling, nor memory layouts that would determine

11https://github.com.ocaml/rfc/RFCS/pull/10

the allocation method statically à la “kinds as calling conventions” (Eisenberg and Peyton Jones, 2017). Thus, regardless of backwards-compatibility, a dynamic in-heap? test is desirable and makes the strength of off-heap allocation of structured data. On the other hand, allocating out of the heap raises many other difficulties:

- How can we ensure the reliable release of out-of-heap memory? (i.e. an ownership discipline)
- How can we ensure the correct use of off-heap data? (i.e. a borrowing discipline)
- How can we deal with “in-heap” pointers from out-side of the heap?

I propose this challenge as an open question to the ML community, since the tools seem mature enough to address it, notably with the ownership and borrowing discipline in Rust (Hoare, 2012; Matsakis and Klock II, 2014) and the ML-compatible linear type system design of Tov and Pucella (2011).

In Munch-Maccagnoni (2018), I propose some answers to these questions inspired by a newly-discovered link between C++/11/Rust-style ownership and a categorical semantics of ordered logic (Combette and Munch-Maccagnoni, 2018). Other works from researchers in the OCaml community relate to these goals. Similar goals are given in Gabriel Scherer’s research proposal for a “Low-level Ocaml”14; Radanne et al. (2019) explores some of the complementary machinery necessary to make dynamically_allocated memory safe.
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A. Efficient out-of-heap pointer detection

To efficiently recognize in-heap from off-heap pointers, the broad idea is to offer a small virtual space map of very large reserved (but not committed) virtual spaces, using the virtual addressing facilities of the OS. The virtual space is reserved as needed, similarly to what is done in the Go language.\(^{15}\)

Among the design requirements, performance has to be comparable to not having the no-naked-pointers mode and it must not have extravagant adverse effect or be too hard to implement. In addition, I have identified 4 challenges which must be convincingly shown solvable to ensure that the result is both usable and scalable in OCaml and OCaml multicore:

1. the “growing heap” issue, whereby out-of-heap pointers are mistaken for in-heap pointers after the heap grows,
2. 32-bit support & large memory support,
3. the cost of synchronization for multicore,
4. malloc implementation for multicore.

The design is barely more complicated than the current page table, and I expect it to be more efficient than the efficient 32-bit page table in OCaml (thanks to greater cache locality), even in 64-bit and multicore, with further context-specific performance gains compared to the no-naked-pointers mode obtained by not having to wrap pointers when interfacing with C.

A.1. Language reference

1. Word-aligned out-of-heap pointers remain valid OCaml values.
2. Out-of-heap pointers that enter the OCaml heap must be guaranteed to not belong to any future reserved mapping of the OCaml heap.

A.2. Explanation

The clause 1. preserves current OCaml behaviour. It is also important to note that non-aligned out-of-heap pointers and out-of-heap pointers to char are forbidden, or to explain to which extent they would be allowed inside OCaml values (and operated with external primitives, for instance, for supporting efficient cstruct-like libraries), due to the proliferation of reliance on the \(0b1xxxxxx0\) bit pattern in the runtime to propagate exceptions.

The word of caution from the OCaml manual about out-of-heap pointers that become accidentally in-heap after the heap grows is made normative as the clause 2. In other words, it is left to the user to make sure that this does not happen, by whatever means they have—but let us make sure that realistic context-specific solutions exist. The reason for not mandating a specific solution for 2. is that this is outside of the scope of OCaml: indeed, it concerns the specific interoperation between OCaml and another component. This issue was believed to be unsolvable among core ocaml developers.\(^{10}\) The mistake, I believe, is to look for a “silver bullet” that solves the problem independently of the context.

A.3. Challenge 1: the “growing heap” issue

Current OCaml and OCaml multicore get memory chunks from the system allocator. Consequently, the risk that out-of-heap pointers allocated by malloc become in-heap after the memory has been freed is real. The GC will be confused and follow these out-of-heap pointers, leading to a crash.

In practice, the “growing heap” issue is less of a problem than it sounds, at least when using address space reservation. One must be “very unlucky” if a full huge mappable address range becomes entirely available (unreserved) after some memory was allocated inside of it, at a location close to where we choose to extend the reserved address space next.

To convert plausibility into certainty, the language designer can use a few tricks, such as asking the programmer, who knows more about the context, to provide this assumption for them. It seems that the programmer can make a lot of deductions from the nature of the pointers they let inside the heap.

For instance, in the case of out-of-heap allocation for systems programming (ancient heap, shared heap, arena...), this is a complete non-issue even on 32-bit: one just needs to use the same standard address space reservation technique, and never give back virtual address space, so that it cannot overlap with any future assignments for OCaml’s heap. By courtesy, for symmetric reasons, we will avoid giving back reserved space to the OS.

Also, the constraint 2. is trivially achieved in case one has 1TB of address space reserved up-front and never need to reserve more. To generalise this option, one can offer a runtime parameter where the user can select a fixed virtual address size if needed (e.g. for 32-bit).

We expect that the programmer might make further deductions and take further appropriate measures by studying the documentation of whichever malloc they use. For instance, jemalloc offers to retain its virtual address space with the option \texttt{optretain}.

Making 2. part of the norm further offers the possibility of detecting such errors: when one sees a out-of-heap pointer during marking, one can “taint” the corresponding virtual space, and fail on a future virtual space reservation if one cannot obtain an untainted range. Tainting is not exact (an address range can become reserved before an out-of-heap pointer is seen by the GC), but serves to enforce 2. in practice.

A.4. Challenge 2: 32-bit support & large memory support

We treat 32-bit and 64-bit similarly. With challenge 1 solved, we can do similarly to Go and reserve the address space progressively. This also addresses the problem in 64-bit of machines with more than 1 TB of RAM, and offers the choice of virtual spaces smaller than 1 TB if needed.

We set a prefix size \(N \geq 8\) at compile time. We assume the runtime can reserve up to \(2^N\) virtual spaces, of size \(2^L\) bytes aligned at \(2^L\) (\(L = 48 - N\) in 64-bit and \(L = 32 - N\) in 32-bit). For 64-bit this means virtual spaces \(\leq 1\) TB (for \(N = 16\) this is 4 GB, what the concurrent multicore GC reserves for the minor heap), and \(\leq 16\) MB in 32-bit. We use a global 1-level or 2-level array of size (at most) \(2^N\) bytes as the virtual space map, so that finding the status of the virtual space a pointer belongs to is done efficiently by shifting and looking up in the array.

We consider 3 possible states for each space in the virtual space map: Unknown, Reserved, Tainted. Thanks to the assumption

\(^{15}\)https://github.com/golang/go/blob/9acdc705e/src/runtime/malloc.go#L77-L99

\(^{10}\)See for instance the discussion at https://discuss.ocaml.org/t/ann-a-dynamic-checker-for-detecting-naked-pointers/5805.
2. provided by the programmer and the decision to never give back virtual spaces to the OS, this state is monotonous: entries start with value Unknown and may become Reserved or Tainted at some point, and no longer change.

When a major allocation requires to reserve additional contiguous virtual spaces, such a reservation (aligned at $2^L$, of size a multiple of $2^L$) is requested to the OS. A hint can be given as to where we would like it to start. The given mapping is checked against the virtual space map: none must be Tainted. In case of success, the corresponding virtual spaces are marked as Reserved in the map, and in case of failure then the rule 2. has been violated and the allocation fails.

While not necessary to demonstrate our approach initially, many real-world lessons can be learnt from the detailed sources of the Go allocator. In Go, the size is chosen to be 64 MB or 4 MB depending on the platform. Given the small sizes, special care is taken to reserve space as continguously as possible to avoid fragmentation. In 64-bit, one hints at a specific place in the middle of the address space unlikely to conflict with other mappings. In 32-bit one asks to start as low as possible and tries to reserve a large chunk initially. There are further details in malloc.go, concerning more platforms than supported by OCaml.

A.5. Challenge 3: synchronisation

As we explained, when a query to the virtual space map gives Unknown, then we know we have an out-of-heap pointer, and we set it the entry to Tainted. Thus, tainting virtual spaces has a further interesting consequence: the value of the entry is permanently set to Reserved or Tainted as early as after the first query against the virtual space map. This gives a simple synchronisation strategy in multicore.

We give each domain a local map that caches the global map. Then, following the same principle as before, each entry of the domain-local map becomes permanently set to Reserved or Tainted after the first query. If the first query yields Unknown in the local map, this time one synchronises with the global map. If it is Unknown in the global map, then it is permanently set to Tainted globally. Thus any synchronisation when querying the map needs to happen at most once per entry and per domain.

Furthermore, when extending the reserved space during an allocation, one needs to be able to atomically compare and set several adjacent entries. One then can use a mutex, since it only competes with (other extensions of the reserved space and) queries of Unknown entries in the global table. In the latter case we need to acquire the mutex as well, which happens at most $2^N$ times globally.

A.6. Challenge 4: malloc for multicore

An interesting feature of current OCaml multicore is that it defers to the system allocator the management of large blocks (larger than 128 words). This is currently made possible by assuming that code currently relying on naked pointers will be made to break. To avoid reimplementing a high-performance multithreaded allocator, one can reuse what exists. For instance, jemalloc arenas can be customised to use the memory chunks one provides to it, e.g. carved out of the reserved address space (arena.i.extent_hooks); whereas mimalloc offers a built-in in-heap? test. The latter is mildly efficient because it traverses a list of 256 MB blocks, but this presumably could be improved upstream along the current lines.